We propose a new format for writing proofs, called structured calculationalproof The format resembles the calculational style already familiar to many computer scientists, but extends it to allow the hierarchical decomposition of larger proofs into smaller ones. Structured calculation is actually an alternative presentation of natural deduction, a style of reasoning which uses hierarchical decomposition to great effect, but which is traditionally expressed in a notation that is inconvenient for writing calculational proofs. The hierarchical nature of structured calculational proofs can be used for browsing proofs in electronic publications.
Introduction
This paper presents a new format for writing proofs, which we call structured calculational proof. Two of the main inspirations we have drawn on when formulating this format are natural deduction [Gen35, Pra65] and calculational proof [DIS90, Gri91, vaG90] . The clarity and readability of calculational proof has made it a popular choice among computer scientists. We feel, however, that pure calculational proof provides too little support for the formal decomposition of large proofs into smaller ones. Natural deduction, on the other hand, does provide mechanisms for decomposing proofs [Pra65], but natural deduction proofs are seldom as easy to read as calculational ones [Wi187] .
The structured calculational proof format proposed in this paper is an attempt to devise a system of proof presentation that combines the readability of calculational proof with the structuring facilities of natural deduction. The resulting method resembles Robinson and Staples's window inference system of hierarchical reasoning [Gru96b, RoS93] , but maintains a visual similarity to the simpler and more common notation of calculational proof [vaG90] .
This paper is designed to provide a step by step introduction to using structured calculational proof. Section 2 describes the basic structuring notation used throughout the paper. Next, Section 3 introduces the concept of contextual information in subproofs. Many standard proof techniques, like induction and proof by contradiction, can be captured entirely in structured calculational proof, and this is described in Section 4. Section 5 then presents an example. Structured calculation can be expressed in terms of natural deduction, and the translation is described in Section 6. Familiarity with this correspondence is not required in order to use structured calculational proof, so this section may be safely omitted when reading the paper. Adding structure to calculational proof results in a proof format that can be browsed, and this possibility is discussed in Section 7. Finally, the paper concludes with some discussion of related work.
Structuring Calculational Proofs
In their book Predicate Calculus and Program Semantics [DIS90] , Dijkstra and Scholten introduce and motivate the calculational proof format. They begin by making the observation that a great many proofs can be described as a series of transformations. For example, a proof that A implies D is often decomposed into a number of intermediate steps. If three intermediate steps were used, then the proof could have the following form: the first step establishes A = B the second step establishes B ~ C and the third step establishes C = D Put together, these steps establish A ~ D.
If the various steps of a proof are carried out independently, as depicted above, then the intermediate expressions are duplicated. If the number of steps is large, or if the intermediate expressions are themselves large, this quickly proves to be inconvenient. Dijkstra and Scholten therefore advocate using the alternative presentation below:
This, in a nut-shell, is the calculational proof format. The fact that the composition of the relations --and =~ yields the relation ~ is an intrinsic part of the proof, but one that is considered sufficiently self-evident that it need not be presented explicitly. We now propose some extensions to calculational proof that build on its virtues of brevity and readability.
A proof transforming a large expression can usually be decomposed into several subproofs that transform various components of the expression. For example in the proof below, both arguments of the conjunction are transformed independently. The unchanged part of the expression is repeated at each proof step. This repetition is not only tiresome to write, but is distracting to the reader, particularly when only a relatively small part of a large expression is changed. The easiest way to avoid such repetition is to consider the subproofs separately. For example, we could have presented the proof above as follows: This approach can introduce new barriers to readability. If we present a subproof before the result is needed, then its presentation may seem unmotivated. If we delay presenting a subproof until after it is needed, the reader must temporarily take its result on faith. Either way, the reader must skip back and forth across the various subproofs to gain an understanding of the proof as a whole. It is often better to present subproofs precisely where they are needed. We do so by visually subordinating them through indentation and marking their beginning and end with 'n~' and' q ' respectively, where n is the nesting level of the subproof. We will also mark the component of the expression transformed by a subproofwith comers, ,like thisj before the subproof, and rlike this 1 afterwards. 2 In general however, we need only use these clarifying marks for large or complex expressions, or for expressions containing several identical components. Using this notation, we can present the three separate calculations above as a single uniform proof. The indentation allows us to see the structure of the proof at a glance. Readers can then focus their attention on whatever aspect of the proof interests them: the overall structure of the proof, the top level of the proof, or a particular subproof.
If a subproof is used in a calculation to establish a relationship other than equality, then the monotonicity properties of the expression on which the subproof is used become important. We have been careful to note the monotonicity properties used in the preceding proofs, but this is not always done in the calculational style. Indeed, it can be a distraction from the main argument to note the monotonicity properties at every point where they are used in a calculation in which the same subexpression is transformed over several steps. By collecting the steps that transform subexpressions together, structured calculation makes it easier to note the monotonicity properties used without obscuring the main argument. This is important, because the monotonicity properties relied on in some proofs can be quite subtle. In the example used above we transformed the subexpressions of a conjunction under implication. This is simple enough because conjunction is monotonic with respect to implication in both its arguments. Implication itself, however, is monotonic in its right argument, but antimonotonic in its left. A structured calculation involving implication could therefore have the following form" Note the opposing directions of the implication arrows in the subproof and the surrounding proof. Some operations, like =, are neither monotonic nor antimonotonic with respect to implication. Subproofs that transform the arguments of such operations must use equality only. In this section, we have advocated using structured calculation to present subproofs at the point where they are needed, but occasionally -as part of a large proof-we need to prove a smaller result -or lemma -that is itself of general use.
In such situations it is usually best to present the proof of the lemma separately, rather than burying it-and possibly repeating it-in the main proof. The structuring facilities of structured calculational proof allow subproofs to be presented separately or at the point where they are needed. Authors must decide which is the most appropriate in each case.
Contextual Information
When we see an expression in context, we know more about it than if we had seen it in isolation. Contextual information can be helpful when transforming an expression. For example, when transforming the conclusion of an implication it is possible to assume that the antecedent is true. From now on, we will list any assumptions following from the context of an expression in anNed brackets at the beginning of the subproof used to transform it. For the examples in this paper we have used numbers to label these assumptions, but more descriptive labels could be chosen. The following calculation illustrates the use of contextual assumptions. Note that we refer to assumptions in hints using the notation 'n.labet', where n is the level of a subproof enclosing the reference, and label indicates an assumption introduced by that subproof. We do so because contextual assumptions accumulate as we descend into the subproofs of a structured calculation. Quantifiers block out contextual assumptions about variables with the names they bind. For example, in body of the quantification ... (gx. P[x])... ,3 it is not possible to asstmae anything about x from the surrounding context because the x bound in the quantification is not the same as any x outside it. We will use the notation 'x/' at the beginning of a subproof to indicate that no previous assumptions about x may be used in that proof. The calculation below uses this notation to express that the assumption P[x] is unavailable in innermost proof.
Note that when transforming one branch of a conjunction it is possible to assume the other branch is true.
This simple treatment of inheritance for assumptions is more restrictive than logically necessary. Certainly it is the case that while inside the scope of a quantification over some variable x it is not possible to assume any properties about x from the enclosing scope. However, it is possible to assume that there exists an x with those properties. Nevertheless, because of the complexity of reasoning with existentially quantified assumptions, it is usually best to follow the simple approach to inheriting assumptions described above, and to use a-conversion where necessary to avoid name clashes and enable inheritance.
Common Proof Paradigms
Many common proof paradigms are not easily expressed in a purely calculational style. Such proofs are usually presented as a combination of calculation and informal explanation. The simplest example of this is proof by contradiction. A proof of P by contradiction can be presented as a calculation establishing -,P :* false. This is sometimes accompanied by an informal explanation that the calculation is equivalent to one establishing P. By adding structure to calculational proof we are able to construct a proof by contradiction of the more direct result P ~ true. Other proof paradigms usually presented as an informal combination of calculation and explanation include assuming the antecedent, case analysis, exploitation of antisymmetry (e.g., proofs by mutual implication), induction, and solving simultaneous equations.
By adding structure to calculational proof we are able to present such proofs as a single formal derivation, rather than as a collection of formal derivations stitched together with informal text. For example, a proof by contradiction can be presented as follows. As a more detailed example, consider that an inductive proof of (Vx. P[x]) is usually presented as two separates calculations, one for the base case and another for the step case. These calculations are usually accompanied by an explanation that taken together they constitute an inductive proof. We can now present such a proof as a single structured calculation of the form below. 
Example
We now present an example that makes use of nested calculations and contextual information to illustrate more fully the extensions we have made to calculational proof. The example is drawn from high-school mathematics. Our intention here is to demonstrate that this style of reasoning is applicable not only to problems of a logical nature, but to mathematics in general. Figure 1 contains the graph of a functionfon the reals. Our problem is to find -1 0 2 3 4 Fig. 1 . The graph of functionf an expression for f as a polynomial. By inspecting the graph we can see that f is quadratic, that is there exist values a, b and c such that f(x) can be expressed as a'x2+ b'x+ c. We can also determine several points that lie on the graph, for example f(0) = 5, f(1) = 2 and f(2) = 1. Starting from this information we can calculate an expression for f as shown below.
It is interesting to note that the main subproof of the calculation is simply a case of solving simultaneous equations. Normally, this subproof would be presented separately in the distinctive style characteristic of these problems. However, by using structured calculation, we have avoided the need to use a special technique for part of this proof. Avoiding specialised proof techniques in favour of general ones can be a useful tool for making proofs accessible to a wider audience. On the other hand, specialised proof techniques have usually been developed with good reason: to make implicit much of the reasoning necessary in a particular problem domain. Avoiding specialised proof techniques in a large or intricate proof can make the presentation longer and more complex. So, while structured calculational allows a greater range of proofs to be uniformly captured in the calculational style, care should be exercised when deciding whether to make use of this. 
Structured Calculation is Natural Deduction
We have described structured calculational proof as an extension of the existing calculation style of proof. We believe this new proof style to be more flexible, compact, and readable than the original. However, none of these advantages count if it is not also sound. Calculational proofs are rarely presented completely formally. Nevertheless, it is important to consider the soundness of the structured calculational format. We need to establish that if an unsound proof were produced in the format, then this must have been the result of an erroneous proof step made by its author, and not because of the format itself. We do this by showing how the individual steps of a structured calculational proof can be assembled to form a natural deduction proof [Gen35, Pra65] of the same result. Since natural deduction is known to be sound, we will therefore have shown that if the individual steps of the structured calculational proof are sound, then the proof as a whole is also sound.
Let us begin by considering how the individual steps of an ordinary calculational proof can be assembled into the form of a natural deduction proof. To do this we will require a collection of derived inference rules, called composition rules, for composing the relations used in the proof. We will assume that the validity of the composition rules has already been established. Figure 2 contains a collection of composition rules that show how the relations = and ~ may be composed. 5
FII---A=B F2I---B=C[==C ]
Fll---A~B
Fx U FzI--A ~ C The individual steps in this calculation can be assembled into the following natural deduction proof using the rules from Fig. 2 .
[r By inspecting both the calculation and natural deduction proof, it is easy to see how the steps of any calculational proof could be similarly assembled.
We must now consider how to assemble the steps of a calculation that contains subproofs into the form of a natural deduction proof. This will require an additional collection of derived inference rules called subproof rules. Again we assume that the validity of the subproof rules has already been established. The general form of a subproof is shown below, together with the corresponding general form for a subproof rule. 6 Figure 3 To assemble the steps of a calculation with subproofs into a natural deduction proof, we begin by assembling the innermost proofs -those that do not contain any further subproofs. The resulting natural deduction proofs may then be combined with the appropriate subproof rules and used as single steps when assembling any enclosing proof. For example, consider the structured calculation below: The steps of inner proof of this calculation can be rearranged into the following natural deduction proof.
Ab-BAA = BAtrue

F-BAtrue = B [==c]
At-BAA=B
The whole inner calculation forms a single step of the outer calculation, which transforms the second conjunct of A A B A A. The subproof rule /x 2 = S from Fig.  3 takes a theorem asserting the equality of two terms, and constructs a theorem asserting the equality of two conjunctions with differing second conjuncts. We use this rule as follows to further extend the natural deduction proof constructed for the inner calculation to produce a result describing the transformation of the conjunction as a whole.
At-BAA =B t-AABAA = AAB [ A2=S]
The resulting proof can then be used as a single step in the translation of the enclosing calculation, which can now be given as follows:
t-AABAA =BAA By following the example above, it is easy to see how when given inference rules for composing relations and subproofs, it is possible to assemble the steps of a structured calculational proof into the form of a natural deduction proof. Indeed, we can regard structured calculational proof as an abbreviation for a restricted form of natural deduction where those proof steps that can be inferred from the form of the proof are omitted from its presentation.
Browsing Structured Proofs
It is not usually possible, nor even desirable, to present a proof in complete detail. Partly this is due to the limited number of pages available to any author publishing in a journal or conference proceedings. More significantly it is due to the fact that to present any nontrivial argument in complete detail-right down to the basic axioms and inference rules of the logic -would render it unreadable.
At what level of detail should a proof be presented ? If an author presents a proof in too much detail it will be difficult to read, and hence unconvincing. Including too little detail will also make a proof unconvincing. Judging the right level of detail for a proof is difficult. Good authors know their audience; they know what the audience will find obvious and what they will find interesting, and they present their proofs accordingly. However, since not all readers are the same, even the best author cannot present a proof in a way that is optimal for its entire potential audience.
Perhaps the solution is to take the problem out of the hands of authors, and to let readers decide what details they need to see when reading a proof. A structured proof format, such as the one proposed in this paper, admits the possibility of structured browsing to increase readability. Of course, this is not possible with proofs presented on paper, but the increasing popularity of electronic publishing may soon make such considerations less important. A reader browsing a proof interactively would initially be presented with a view of the proof with all the subproofs hidden. If the reader were interested in the details of a particular subproof, they could select the comment that describes it. The first layer of the subproof would then be revealed. In this way the reader can see not only the individual steps of a proof, but also the structure of the proof as a whole. Furthermore, the reader need only reveal as much of the proof as they find necessary to be convinced of its result.
For example, consider the proof presented in Section 5. A reader interactively browsing this proof would be presented with an initial view of the proof similar to the one shown below. Here, underlining is used to indicate comments that can be expanded to reveal more detailed subproofs. This view of the proof shows the general form of the argument, but leaves hidden the search for appropriate values for a, b and c. Revealing the first layer of this subproof brings us to the following view of the proof. 3a, b, c.(gx.f(x) = a. xi-}-b "x-t-c) A L(f(0) = 5) A (j(1) = 2) A (f(2) = 1)j) = {find values for a, b and c that fit the points} The reader could continue to browse and expand this proof as far as they found necessary. This section has tried to describe what it would be like to browse structured calculations. A deeper appreciation of the possibilities offered by proof browsing can be gained from the paper A Browsable Format for Proof Presentation [Gru96a] . This paper appears in the electronic journal Mathesis Universalis, and the proofs it contains can actually be browsed in the manner described.
Conclusions and Related Work
This paper has presented an extension to the calculational style of reasoning [DIS90, Gri91, vaG90], which we call structured calculational proof Structured calculational proof is distinguished from ordinary calculational proof by its ability to hierarchically decompose large proofs into smaller ones. The development of structured calculational proof has been driven by the first and third author's requirement for a proof notation that was both clear and compact while writing their book Refinement Calculus: A Systematic Introduction [BvW98] . The book applies structured calculational proof to hundreds of problems of varying complexity. We have also used structured calculational proof to solve an unbiased problem set in the form of the 1995 Finnish High-School General Mathematics Matriculation Exam [GBvW] .
There have been three main sources of inspiration for the development of the structured calculational proof. The form of the notation is largely inspired by the original system of calculational proof [DIS90, Gri91, vaG90]. Another major source of inspiration relates to the use of contextual information in proofs, and has been drawn from Robinson and Staples's window inference style of reasoning [ROS93] and its subsequent generalisation and description in terms of natural deduction by Grundy [Gru96b] . The final source of inspiration has been natural deduction [Gen35, Pra65], a form of reasoning with decomposition facilities which have allowed it to be used for particularly large proofs. Indeed structured calculational proof, as we have described it here, can be seen simply as a new notation for natural deduction. It is also possible to work the other way, developing structured calculational proof with natural deduction as a foundation. This approach is taken by Back and von Wright [BvW98] , leading to a more general notion of subderivation.
The Deva proof system [WSL93] embodies a style of presentation with origins distinct from those of structured calculational proof, but with similar aims and outcomes. Like the method presented here, Deva also allows calculational proofs to be combined to form larger, structured proofs. The structuring primitives used to combine calculations in Deva, however, resemble natural deduction; while those of structured calculational proof are based on the select-transform-replace style of reasoning found in window inference. Structured calculation can be expressed in terms of natural deduction, but the resemblance is less conspicuous. Another difference between Deva and structured calculafional proof lies in the underlying logic. The examples we presented here are intended to be understood in classical predicate calculus and set theory, while our own work uses a simple higher-order logic. Structured calculation is easily adapted to both. Proofs in Deva use a rich type theory exploiting the principle of 'propositions-as-types' and 'proofs-asobjects'. While this approach has its advantages, it doesn't fit with our aim of adding structure to calculational proof with a minimum of change to the original system.
Other, more conservative, extensions of calculational proof can be found in the work of Hehner [Heh93] and Norvell [Nor93] . Hehner adds an explicit notation to show the assumptions used in calculation. The format proposed here generalises this by allowing nested subproofs with local assumptions derived from their context. Norvell proposes a new programming construct for iterating over recursive datastructures. He then describes how to develop programs that use this construct by refinement. This process uses nested subproofs for the base and step cases of the development, with the step cases having local inductive hypotheses. By using the analogy between proof and programming, Norvell's system can also be used to present inductive proofs. The result is similar to the presentation of inductive proof given in Section 4 of this paper. Structured calculation is a generalisation of Norvell's notation in that it allows subproofs with local assumptions in many more contexts.
The addition of structuring facilities to calculational proof confers some benefits in addition to simply making it easier to transform larger expressions. Firstly, we now find that we are able to give a more formal and uniform treatment to various common proof paradigms, including proof by contradiction, assuming the antecedent, case analysis, exploitation of antisymmetry, induction, and solving simultaneous equations. Such arguments have traditionally been presented as an ad hoc combination of calculation and informal explanation. We also find that the structured nature of a structured calculational proof allows readers to browse a proof at various levels of detail. Direct support for such proof browsing can be given for proofs appearing in electronic publications [Gru96a] . Lamport also advocates writing proofs in a browsable format [Lam95], but his method of presentation is based on natural deduction rather than calculational proof.
